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TELECO FLATSAT EASY
BT65 

        

   

Product price:  

1.330,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

TELECO FLATSAT EASY BT65 

TELECO FLATSAT EASY BT65 is an automatic HD satellite antenna with 16 satellites in
Memory. TELECO FLATSAT EASY BT65 is equipped with a practical DVB-S2 control unit with
OLED graphic display and 2 keys to start the satellite search or to lower the disc.

TELECO FLATSAT EASY BT65 can also be conveniently controlled via Bluetooth, from your
Smartphone through the TELECO App completely free and downloadable from the App Store or
Google Play. The control unit is also equipped with a CI Bus port. All software updates, when
made available on the TELECO App, can be loaded directly by the user via Bluetooth from your
Smartphone.

TELECO FLATSAT EASY BT65 is compatible with all TVs equipped with DVB-S2 tuner and all
Satellite receivers. Security system with automatic closing of the antenna when the vehicle is
started.

TELECO FLATSAT EASY BT65 like other TELECO products has integrated an efficient security
system.
For security reasons the satellite antenna is closely linked to its indoor control unit by means of
the Serial Number. All Serial Numbers are registered in a TELECO Data Base, if someone steals
or disconnects the outdoor unit without authorization, he will not be able to have any control unit,
as a spare part, without providing the Serial Number of the outdoor unit and his Name.

The TELECO FLATSAT EASY BT65 satellite antenna can be integrated with kit to make the unit
with two outputs, to connect two receivers to a single satellite antenna.

TECHNICAL FEATURES Satellite antenna TELECO FLATSAT EASY BT65

CLOSED DIMENSIONS: 85cm X H 17cm
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PARABLE DIMENSIONS: 72cm X 67cm
SATELLITES IN MEMORY: 16
GRAPHIC DISPLAY: OLED HD
USER COMMUNICATION: Bluetooth, DVB-S2
WEIGHT: 10.5 Kg

Are you looking for a product with different characteristics? HERE you can find the entire
TELECO range and other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and subject to change by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Diameter (Ø): 65 cm
Length (mm): 400
Width (mm): 650
Height (mm): 650
Type of coupling head: Roof
Product type: Satellite Antenna
Antenna orientation: Automatic
Satellites Number: 16
Weight (Kg): 8.8
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